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D365 CE On-Premise 
to Cloud Migration
Codec resolves the challenges associated with migrating 
D365 CE implementations to the cloud by providing expert 
guidance and solutions for Clients. We streamline the 
migration process, addressing complexities and ensuring a 
smooth transition. 

Our approach encompasses a thorough assessment of current 
setups, identifying and resolving potential roadblocks. 
We optimise performance, scalability, and security by 
leveraging advanced cloud technologies. Furthermore, our 
commitment to compliance and robust security measures 
instills confidence in data protection. Our cloud migration 
facilitates the introduction of AI applications, empowering 
clients to harness the full potential of emerging technologies 
for enhanced efficiency and growth. 

Leverage Expertise

Leverage Codec’s expertise for a seamless transition from end-
of-life versions like Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2015 and pre-
version Dynamics 365 v8.2, now unsupported. Our seasoned 
professionals ensure a smooth migration, addressing risks 
associated with outdated technologies. Beyond immediate 
modernisation, Codec strategically positions organisations 
for ongoing success in the dynamic digital landscape, tapping 
into the latest advancements in the cloud. Trust Codec to 
guide you through migration intricacies and future-proof your 
systems with the transformative power of AI applications.

Enhance Performance

Cloud environments provide robust infrastructure and 
advanced technologies, leading to improved system 
performance and faster response times.

Future-Proof Your System

Stay up to date with the latest advancements and 
innovations through continuous updates and features 
introduced by cloud providers.

Enjoy Scalability and Flexibility

Cloud migration enables easy scalability and flexibility, 
allowing your D365 CE implementation to adapt to 
evolving business needs. 

Achieve Cost Efficiency

Eliminate the need for on-premises infrastructure and 
associated costs, adopting a pay-as-you-go model for 
more cost-effective operations.

Ensure Security and Compliance

Cloud providers offer robust security measures and 
compliance certifications, ensuring the protection of 
your data.

Enable Integration Opportunities

Seamlessly connect D365 CE with other cloud-based 
services and applications, expanding its functionality 
and value.

By choosing Codec for your D365 CE migration to 
the cloud, you gain access to our comprehensive 
expertise, proven methodologies, and personalised 
support. We are committed to helping your 
organisation unlock the full potential of the cloud, 
driving growth and success.



In an initial ‘free of charge’ half day workshop, 
Codec would provide a comprehensive session 
to discuss and plan the migration of existing 
D365 CE implementations to the cloud. Here’s 
an overview of the key topics and activities that 
would be covered during the workshop:

Introduction to Cloud Migration

• Overview of the benefits and advantages of migrating 
D365 CE implementations to the cloud.

• Discussion on the potential impact of cloud migration 
on performance, scalability, security, licensing and 
cost-efficiency.

Assessing Current D365 CE Implementation

• Collaborative session to understand the organisation’s 
current D365 CE implementation.

• Review of the existing infrastructure, configurations, 
customisations, integrations, and data models.

• Identifying any specific challenges or considerations 
that need to be addressed during the migration 
process.

• Identifying opportunities to save licence costs using 
Power Platform and Power Apps licensing.

Cloud Platform Selection

• Evaluation of different cloud platforms and services 
suitable for hosting D365 CE.

• Discussion on the benefits and features of leading 
cloud providers like Microsoft Azure, AWS, and Google 
Cloud.

• Consideration of factors such as scalability, security, 
compliance, and integration capabilities in selecting 
the most appropriate cloud platform.

Migration Strategy and Roadmap

• Collaborative session to define the migration strategy and 
roadmap.

• Identification of migration phases, priorities, and 
dependencies.

• Discussion on potential risks, mitigations, and contingency 
plans.

Data Migration and Integration

• Analysis of existing data models and databases.
• Discussion on the data migration approach, including 

data cleansing, transformation, and mapping to the cloud 
environment.

• Strategies for integrating D365 CE with other systems and 
applications in the cloud ecosystem.

Infrastructure and Environment Setup

• Guidance on setting up the necessary cloud infrastructure 
and environments for hosting D365 CE.

• Discussion on considerations such as virtual machines, 
network architecture, storage, and security configurations.

Customisations and Configurations

• Discussion on the impact of cloud migration on existing 
customisations and configurations.

• Strategies for migrating and updating custom code, 
plugins, workflows, and business rules.

• Identification of opportunities to optimise and streamline 
existing customisations during the migration process.

Testing and Quality Assurance

• Discussion on testing methodologies and best practices 
for ensuring the functionality and performance of the 
migrated D365 CE implementation.

• Collaborative session to define the test plan, including 
functional testing, performance testing, and user 
acceptance and regression testing.



Acceler8

Unleash Your Business Potential in the Cloud: Seamless Migration, 
Infinite Possibilities with Codec - Your Trusted Microsoft Partner.

Phases

1. Envisioning workshop
Defining the problem

1. Initial (free of charge) workshop to 
determine scope of the migration

2. Creation of high level proposal 
for migration to the cloud

2. Discovery & Analysis 
Mapping the problem to the solution

3. Proof of concept
Demonstrating potential

6. Design 7. Demo

4. Full Implementation
Realising the potential

8. Build 9. Test

Doing

Codec consultants engage with your ICT team to request relevant 
information to inform the sessions
A workshop is scheduled that includes appropriate decision makers 
for this phase
Codec Business Analysts and Technical specialists elicit key info 
about the current landscape & what you want from a future state

Codec 
Resources

Customer 
Resources

3.Discovery 4. Analysis 5. Validation

Inputs
Process map
Design documentation
Technical documentation
Data structure

Customer Codec Customer CustomerCodec Codec

10. Training

Product Owner

Introductory Power 
platform demo
Workshop Questionnaire
Request for artefacts

High level proposal from 
initial discovery
Requirements
Process maps
High level design
Road map

Requirements
Technical documents
Process maps
POC

After the workshops, Codec will provide a high level proposal that 
outlines our approach to your cloud migration, based on the 
finding's from the envisioning session

The Codec project team is mobilised
The BA will work with your team to design a workshop plan
The Codec technical team will tell your business leads what 
artefacts they need to submit as inputs
Questionnaires will be provided to workshop attendees
Discovery workshop series will be facilitated

Output from Discovery is used to plan both a business 
focused & technical focused series of interviews/workshops
The Tech team begin to develop the solution design
The BA team further define the requirements
The change agent creates a change plan and begins to 
manage adoption

Leveraging the functional requirements, & technical artefacts from 
Discovery & analysis the project team begin to design the POC
Technical consultants build out select processes to 'play back' to 
Business Leads
Business Analysts inform the POC by reviewing it to ensure it aligns to 
the business need, shaping the user experience in line with expectation

All requirements and design documents are validated 
by the technical team 
These documents are packaged up for designated ICT 
lead and business leads for approval before moving to 
POC

The Codec project team will prepare a demo of the Proof of 
concept, ensuring relevant features are included, along with 
meaningful data so that your teams first exposure to whats 
possible with the Power Platform impacts user adoption
Your Business Leads

The Codec technical team scales up to facilitate build
The Technical team begin building the final solution, using the 
artefacts from previous phases, plus the POC as the building 
blocks for the end product
The technical team engage with Business Analysts and 
Software Testers to ensure they have a full picture of your 
business need
The solution is built and then released through the relevant 
environments, until it is ready for System Integration Testing

The Codec Quality Assurance Testing Lead will provide a Test plan 
that describes what will be tested, giving absolute clarity on the 
testing process
The Codec Testing team begin developing a suite of test cases that 
will be used to ensure all quality gates are met
The Codec testers will report on the progress of the testing effort, 
delivering real time cloud
When the solution has passed COdec's quality gates your business 
users will have an opportunity to perform user acceptance testing

The Codec Training Lead will develop a Training Strategy that 
determines the holistic approach to training people from 
across your business
The Trainer will elicit the training needs and create a plan 
that provides clarity on when you can expect resources to be 
onboarded to the training programme
Codec can provide training at scale, from Train the Trainer to 
administrator, custom/config, end user or custom 
programmes

Discuss 'As Is' 
processes

Understand 
Complexity

Understand 
Landscape

Investigate 
plugins, workflows 

and in scope 
modules

Discuss Benefits

Architect

ICT Lead

Business AnalystSolution Architect

Functional/Technical Consultant

Outputs
High level Architecture
High level proposal
Road map to migration

Customer Codec Customer CustomerCodec Codec

Further definition of 
requirements

Brief of what you expect to see in the POC

Proof of Concept

Outcome

Benefits Early view of 'to be' functionality

Resource 
scaling

Client team
Codec

Client Team
Codec

Client Team
Codec

Client Team
Codec

Discovery & Analysis scope 
agreed

Early view of streamlined process  
efficiencies (reduction of 'x' plugins etc..)

Clear view of next steps

Understand 
security model

Understand 
operational impact

Understand in 
scope processes

Define Functional 
& 'Non Functional' 

requirements

Develop 
Personas

Plan 
Workshops

Kick off data 
migration

Complete data 
cleansing

Define 
Integrations

Plan for data 
storage

Prioritise 
Data

Create Product 
Backlog

Provision Azure 
Devops

Architect

Subject Matter Experts

Business Leads

3rd Parties

Business AnalystSolution Architect

Functional/Technical Consultant Change agent

Project Manager

Solution Design
Entity relationship diagram
Data dictionary
RACI/RAID
RTM
Project pan

Workshop prerequisites
Form fields & data inputs
'Day in the life of' scenarios
Plugin/Workflow descriptions

Requirements
Process maps
Technical Doc's
Backlog

Team mobilisation

Technical mobilisation

Further definition of scope
Understanding release & 

Build

Advocate for the product
Environments provisioned - 

incl' 'Play environment'

More realistic timeline for delivery

Mitigate risk at build

Potential to leverage AI to address process inefficiency

More realistic timeline for delivery

Review 
functional 

inputs

Select process for 
POC

Build within POC 
environment

Configure 
Connectors

Set up portal

Import relevant 
data

Build in 
Automation

Tailor the user 
experience to the 

process
Demo POC

Elicit 
Feedback

Incorporate 
Feedback

Business AnalystSolution Architect

Functional/Technical Consultant Change agent

Project Manager

Architect

Subject Matter Experts

Business Leads

Agreement on full 
implementation

Requirements
Process maps
Technical Doc's
Data dictionary

Clarity on potential for enhanced UX

Understanding of differences of on prem + 
cloud

Better understanding on expectations re: 
resourcing

Better understanding re: feasibility of the 
upgrade

Better understanding of your ROI

11. Deploy 12. Support
It is at the deploy stage that the Codec Technical Team 
release your solution to production environments and fianlly 
migrate your processes to the cloud
Codec Technical Specialists will be on hand throughout 
deployment to ensure a smooth go- live. 

The Codec support team plan to transition from a delivery 
led support process to a structured support framework that 
allows your users access to a tiered support team, providing 
relevant care at the right time
Transition plan is provided
Support teams are briefed and onboarded to the solution
Your users are able to submit tickets to the Codec support 
team

Test Automation Regression testing

Performance 
Testing

Accessibility 
testing

Penetration 
testing

UAT

Org change & User 
adoption

Train users on 
cloud based 

features

CICD
(Continuous intergratoin & 

continuous deployment)

Handover to 
support

Integration Data migration Environments Pipelines Run books Security model

Continuous 
development/BAU

SIT

Business AnalystSolution Architect

Functional/Technical Consultant Change agent

Developer

UI/UX Consultant

Test Lead

QA Tester

Trainer

Architect

Subject Matter Experts

Business Leads

Business Sponsor

Business Sponsor

Business Sponsor
Business Sponsor

Business Sponsor

CodecCustomer

Technical documentation
Training documentation
Support Transition plan
Adoption Report
Go- live checklist

CodecCustomer

Testing reports
User guides
Test plan
Test cases
Build plan/Sprint plan

Test data
Form fields and 
components
Clean data files
Templates & Business 
rules

Data Dictionary
Test strategy
Cut over plan

Hands on experience with the final 
version of the solution

Enhanced operations

Realised efficiencies

Removal of physical hardware fully automated disaster recovery in the 
cloud

Monitoring, alerting & reporting via Azure

Greater control and visibility of assetsResilience & ElasticityDemonstrable ROI

Solution released to production having 
passed quality gates

Business Leads have opportunity to give 
final sign off

Project sponsor gets sight of ROI through 
show and tell feedback

Select users across the business are 
trained in the new solution

Codec are onboarded as your support 
provider

User adoption monitoring is put in place 
to allow you be self sufficient at post go- 

live (PGLS)

Early production usage is monitored for 
performance

Next steps 
agreed

Requirements'
& Design 
agreed

Secure 
POC buy- in

UAT

Deploy

Migration 
complete

Acceler8 Unleash Your Business Potential in the Cloud
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Security and Compliance

• Guidance on implementing robust security measures 
in the cloud environment to protect data and ensure 
compliance with industry standards.

• Discussion on access control, data encryption, 
identity and access management, and auditing 
requirements.

Cost Analysis and Optimisation

• Analysis of the cost implications of migrating D365 CE 
to the cloud.

• Discussion on strategies for optimising costs, such 
as rightsizing resources, leveraging cloud-native 
services, and monitoring usage.

Next Steps and Action Plan

• Recap of the workshop and key takeaways.

• Collaborative session to define the next steps and 
action plan for the cloud migration.

• Identification of roles and responsibilities within the 
team for executing the migration plan.

• Throughout the workshop, Codec’s consultants 
will provide expert guidance, share best practices, 
and address any questions or concerns related 
to the migration process. The goal is to equip the 
organisation with a clear understanding of the cloud 
migration journey for their D365 CE implementation 
and develop a solid plan to ensure a successful and 
seamless transition to the cloud.

Typical 
implementation 
approach

Stage 1
Free of Charge Initial Discovery Workshop.

Stage 2
Detailed discovery and analysis phase, 
including identification of proof of concept 
or phased approach.

Stage 3
Proof of concept implementation.

Stage 4
Full implementation and cutover plan.



Want to find out more about our 
solutions and the impact we can  

deliver for your business? 

Contact us today

Dublin HQ

+353 1 603 4300

info@codec.ie   

codec.ie          

London HQ

+44 07799 844 779

info@codec.uk  

codec.uk      


